Empowering Student Leaders Series

Reframing Disability

A workshop by the Commission on Disability Equality

This interactive workshop is intended to give student leaders the tools they need to think critically about disability. Our speakers will discuss what “disability inclusion” means on our campus and beyond. We will also examine “disability justice” and how anti-ableism is essential for all anti-oppression work. By the end of this workshop, students will gain the language and resources to recognize ableism and the steps they can take to ensure that all social and academic spaces are inclusive and accessible.

PRESENTERS
Sophia Lee-Park, CODE Co-Chair
External Affairs Coordinator

Marvia Cunanan, CODE Co-Chair
Internal Affairs Coordinator

Jay Shreedhar, CODE Commissioner
Gender & Sexual Equity Outreach Coordinator

https://mcc.sa.ucsb.edu/
@ucsbmcc

https://code.as.ucsb.edu
@ucsbcode

HYBRID EVENT
Option of attending in-person at the MCC Lounge or via Zoom
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15TH, 4:30-6:30 PM
To attend, please RSVP at https://tinyurl.com/Fall2021ESLS1
or scan the QR code
Zoom link details will be provided upon RSVP

[Description: a flyer with a multi-colored background of shapes, including triangles and arrows. Tree presenters standing in front of green trees. Sophia Lee-Park with mid-length brown hair wears a gray sweater. Marvia Cunanan with long brown hair wears an orange polo. Jay Shreedhar with short black hair wears a denim shirt.]